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Abstract. Implementation of modern methods in forming the surfaces of a
small geometrical size in materials difficult to process allows putting into
practice new technical solutions to designing different objects. Most
technologies are based on using electro-physical methods of processing.
The combination of processes with various physical nature in one method
is considered to be perspective. So, the use of erosive and electrochemical
processing to pierce the holes of small diameter is suggested. It is
determined experimentally that the implementation of electro-erosive
discharges in the inter-electrode gap during electrochemical piercing of the
hole in stainless steel 12H18N10T by a hollow cathode, which is a tool
having the external diameter of 0.46 mm, allowed increasing the piercing
speed by 3.7 times compared to electrochemical processing. As a result,
the hole taper reduced from 4.3° to 2.5° and the accuracy of duplicating the
cathode increased. It was assumed that the further increase in the accuracy
of forming the holes was possible by using the cathode with an electrically
isolated side surface.

1 Introduction
Nowadays creating new and improving the existing methods of combined material
processing in mechanical engineering is connected with toughening the requirements
applicable to details used in up-to-date aircraft engineering, mechanical engineering,
cosmic and medical equipment, nuclear, oil and gas equipment from both the standpoint of
accuracy and quality, and the process productivity. Of special difficulty in processing are
micro-objects which surface size does not allow using the traditional methods of forming
the holes, particularly the method of mechanical cutting. The analysis of the modern
situation in micro-processing allows assuming the increase in its share in the total
production volume for the near future [1, 2]. The use of high-strength materials and alloys
as construction materials is also a significant argument in choosing the methods of forming
as an alternative to the mechanical processing. The solution to technological tasks in the
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micro-processing of details made of hard-to-machine materials is aimed at using the
methods of hole forming based on electro-physical processes. Nowadays to solve such
problems, electro-erosive [3], electrochemical [4], laser [5] and plasma [6] processing
methods as well as their combinations are more and more applied in technological
processes. A combined method of erosive-electrochemical processing is used rather
effectively in forming the holes in hard-to-machine materials. It is more perspective in
comparison with the traditionally used erosive and electrochemical piercing. The possibility
of combining these processes in one method is explained by favorable conditions to
implement them in the inter-electrode gap. The authors in Paper [8] claim that the
description of electrolysis and the electrical discharge in the electrolyte is possible by using
the uniform standpoints based on generalized physical and chemical statements. So, a
multi-phase system “metal – plasma – gas – electrolyte” is formed in using a large amount
of energy in the inter-electrode gap near the electrode, in which energy carriers are both
ions and electrons. It determines the destruction of the processed material as a combined
action of anode dissolution and the electric discharge.
The effect of combining electro-erosive and electrochemical processes should not be
considered as summing up the results of their action. It is necessary to take into account the
synergetic effect during processing. Despite the difficulty of processes taking place in the
inter-electrode gap, the following mechanism of their action can be assumed. So, the
electrolysis at a voltage applied to the inter-electrode gap and necessary for the anode
dissolution is accompanied by gas emission at the electrodes, forming the gas-liquid layers
near them. It results in boiling the electrolyte and forming the vapor phase. All this
contributes to appearing the electrical discharge processes in the current-conducting
environment at an applied impulse voltage. The action of electric discharges in the interelectrode gap, in its turn, influences electrochemical processes. Electric discharges in the
liquid contribute to the depassivation of the anode surface due to appearing hydrodynamic
processes in the diffusion limitations of the electrochemical dissolution speed. The action of
hydrodynamic processes in the electrolyte speeds up the extrication of the destruction
products of the processed material from the processing zone and provides the influx of new
portions of solution anions to the anode surface. In addition to speeding up the
depassivation processes, the presence of heat effects because of the electric discharge action
leads to increasing the electric conductivity in local electrolyte volumes, thus raising the
speed of electrochemical reactions. Mutual influence of electro-erosive and electrochemical
processes on one another determines the synergetic effect in the combined processing.
Significant results on implementing the erosive-electrochemical processing were
achieved in practice [9]. To implement the combined method, several electrochemical
copying piercing machines were modernized at the enterprises of the aircraft industry in
order to process the combustion chamber details, to pierce lubricant holes in bearing rings,
to perforate thin-walled and some other parts. The erosive-electrochemical processing was
used most effectively in piercing the holes, providing the productivity increase by 5 - 10
times compared to the traditionally used electrochemical processing [10].
Despite the obtained results, the perspective of using the combined processing to pierce
the holes of a small diameter (less than 1 mm) has not been studied yet. Paper [11] shows
that there appear limitations of the mode parameters in implementing the process of
electrochemical forming of holes in this size range. The less the diameter of the processed
hole is, the more significant these limitations are.
Paper [12] describes the experimental installation for the erosive-electrochemical hole
piercing by the immovable cathode. Investigations show that the implementation of electroerosive discharges during the electrochemical dissolving increased the processing
productivity by more than 10 times, when the immovable cathode for the hole piercing in
copper was used.
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The paper under consideration is devoted to assessing the perspectives of using erosiveelectrochemical processing to form the holes of small diameter in stainless steel
12H18N10T by applying the linear motion of electrodes.

2 Methods of experimental investigations
Stainless steel 12H18N10T was used as a sample material for hole piercing. The scheme
and physical configuration of the experimental installation for the erosive-electrochemical
hole piercing are shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Scheme (a) and physical configuration (b) of the experimental installation for the erosiveelectrochemical piercing of holes

Forming the holes in the sample (anode 1) is accomplished by the tool (cathode 2) in the
electrochemical unit (3). The tool is a hollow rod in which the ratio between the internal
and external diameter is 0.26/0.46 mm. The delivery of the electrolyte in the processing
zone is accomplished from spherical cylinders 4 under pressure produced by compressor 5.
To pierce holes at the relative movement of electrodes, a system of sample displacements is
provided as a feeding unit (6), an electric motor (7), a control unit (8). A special source of
forming impulses 9 is designed. Its electrical scheme is described in detail in Paper [12]. To
combine electro-erosive and electrochemical methods in one processing, a possibility of
connecting the source of direct current 10 is provided. Registering the process parameters is
done by such devices as an oscillograph 11 and an milliamperemeter 12.
The solution of sodium nitrate out of the electrolytes as water solutions of neutral salts
traditionally applied during the electro-chemical processing was chosen for the
investigation. The choice of the electrolyte concentration 5% NaNO 3 for the mode
parameters such as the technological voltage – 10 V, the electrolyte pressure – 0.8 MPa was
made according to the recommendations presented in Paper [14]. The recommendations
were based on the theoretical analysis of hydrodynamic processes, imposing the restrictions
on the mode parameters of the electrochemical piecing of holes with a small diameter. The
parameters of high-voltage impulses with an amplitude of 300 V, duration of 4 μc,
repetition cycle of 27.5 μc providing the electro-erosive component during the combined
processing are adopted according to the investigation results of Paper [12].

3 Results and discussion
The value of feed (S) in the electrochemical piercing was based on the statement that the
processing was accompanied by the self-adjustment of the current density in the interelectrode gap when the speed of the anode dissolution of the processed material became
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equal to the feed of the relative electrode displacement. Figure 2 presents the graphical
dependence of the ratio between the speed of the anode dissolution feed and the value of
the inter-electrode gap for the chosen conditions of the electrochemical processing, which
can be presented in the following way [15]:

V=

k × χ × U ×η
,
∆ × γ × 60

[cm/min]

where
k - electrochemical element of the processed material g/A x h;
χ - electric conductivity of the electrolyte om – 1 x cm – 1;
U - voltage of the source of technological current, V;
η - emission of the processed metal depending on the current;
Δ - inter-electrode side gap, cm;
γ - specific weight of the processed material, g/cm3.

Fig. 2. Ratio between the feed and the inter-electrode gap in the electrochemical processing of
stainless steel 12H18N10T in 5% NaNO 3 at U = 10 V

The choice of the feed (S), which is equal to 0.6 mm/min, provides a high level of the
localization of the anode dissolution process. In this case, the estimated value of the interelectrode gap will be equal to 0.053 mm due to the process of self-adjustment.
Figure 3 presents the photo of the hole cross section formed by the electrochemical
piercing in stainless steel 12H18N10T at the continuous electrode feeding.
When the feed (S) was equal to 0.6 mm/min and the processing time (t) - 10 min, the
depth of the hole piercing was 5.94 mm. The correlation of the parameters indicated allows
stating that the localization of the electrochemical processing was provided in the interelectrode gap equal to 0.06 mm.
Experimental results confirm the correctness of theoretical calculations to estimate the
electrochemical processing parameters in setting the mode parameters, particularly the feed
of the relative electrode displacement.
The formation of a certain taper (4.3°) during the electrochemical piercing should be
noted. It is explained by the fact that the cathode with the electrically non-insulated side
surface was used during the processing. It led to the additional electrochemical etching of
the hole throughout the whole period of processing.
The decrease in the hole taper is possible by increasing the speed of the relative
displacement of electrodes and reducing the time of the anode solution along the side gap.
This is provided by the further localization of the process when the anode dissolution is
accomplished in a smaller inter-electrode gap at a higher feed.
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It is possible to increase the piercing accuracy by increasing the speed of the relative
displacement of electrodes, implementing additional mechanisms of the removal of the
processed material. It is provided by combining the electro-erosive and electrochemical
processes in the inter-electrode gap.
Figure 4 represents the photo of the hole cross section formed in stainless steel
12H18N10T by using the erosive-electrochemical piercing.
In addition to increasing the process productivity by 3.7 times during the combined
processing compared to the electrochemical piercing, the reduction in the hole taper up to
2.5° is achieved. If the hole etching up to 1.13 mm at the entrance took place during the
electrochemical piercing by the cathode with an external diameter of 0.46 mm, the
combination of the electro-erosive processes of the anode dissolution provided the
formation of the hole with a diameter at the entrance equal to 0.8 mm. The increase in the
accuracy of reproducing the diameter of the cathode in the hole is explained by restricting
the etching time of the material along the hole side surface at a greater value of the feed.
The further increase in the processing accuracy, the decrease in the taper and the
maximum approach of the hole diameter to the cathode diameter is possible by applying an
electrically isolated thin coating on the side surface of the tool.

Fig. 4. Photo of the hole cross section formed
during the erosive-electrochemical piercing in
stainless steel 12X18H10T by a hollow cathode
in 5% NaNO 3 at U = 10 V; S = 2.2 mm/min;
P = 0.8 MPa; U = 300 V; τ = 4 μc; T = 27.5 μc

Fig. 3. Photo of the hole cross section formed by
the electrochemical piercing in stainless steel
12H18N10T by a hollow cathode in 5% NaNO 3
at U = 10 V; S = 0.6 mm/min; P = 0.8 MPa

4 Conclusions
It is shown experimentally that the implementation of electro-erosive discharges in the
inter-electrode gap during the electrochemical hole piercing in stainless steel 12H18N10T
increases the processing speed by 3.7 times. In this case the taper reduces from 4.3° to 2.5°
during the electrochemical hole forming. The possibility of implementing the erosiveelectrochemical processing at increased piercing rates provides the reduction in the etching
of the processed material along the side surface. As a result, the accuracy of reproducing
the cathode geometry in the processed hole increases.
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